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Abstract

Physics in interactive environments, such as computer games, and simulations require well made 
and accurate bounding volumes in order to act both realistically and fast. Today it is common to use 
either inaccurate boxes or spheres as bounding volumes or to model the volume by hand. These 
methods are either too inaccurate or require too much time to ever be able to be used in real-time, 
accurate virtual environments.

This thesis presents a method to automatically generate collision hulls for both manifolds and non-
manifolds. This allows meshes to be used in a physical environment in just a few seconds and still  
being able to behave realistically. The method performs Approximate Convex Decomposition by 
iteratively dividing the mesh into smaller, more convex parts. Every part is wrapped in a convex 
hull. Together the hulls make an accurate, but low cost, convex representation of the original mesh.

The convex hulls are stored in a bounding volume hierarchy tree structure that enables fast testing 
for collision with the mesh
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Today it is common to use some kind of bounding volume to make the physical interaction between 
several  objects  in  a  virtual  environment.  By using  a  bounding  volume instead  of  the  mesh to 
perform collision tests one can increase performance greatly. The bounding volume is usually either 
a simple primitive, which often is too inaccurate for realistic behavior, or created by hand in a time 
demanding fashion. This report describes a fast method that automatically generates an accurate 
collision hull for a mesh. It also describes a structure to store the hull and make it quick and easy to 
use in a pipeline.

1.2 Problem description
Collision hulls are required to accurately represent a mesh. To get enough accuracy it is common to 
model the collision hull manually. In order to speed up the process a method that automatically 
generates collision hull from a mesh must be developed. The method must be able to work for both 
manifolds and non-manifolds since both kinds are used in interactive environments and simulations.

1.3 Purpose and aim
The  aim  of  this  thesis  project  is  to  develop  an  algorithm  that  can  take  an  input  mesh  and 
automatically generate a collision hull for the mesh. The collision hull must fit the input mesh as 
good as the user requires. Seeing how collision hulls are pre-computed, it is not a priority to make 
the algorithms fast. However, methods for keeping the time complexity low should be considered as 
long as they do not come at the cost of quality.

1.4 Outline
In  Chapter 2  some  important  concepts  and  related  work  that  is  used  throughout  the  report  is 
presented  and  explained.  Chapter 3  presents  the  basics  and  challenges  of  this  implementation. 
Chapter 4 gives the implementation and the algorithms used to make the method work. Some results 
and examples are given in chapter 5. In the final chapter the results is discussed, conclusion are 
made and suggestions for future work are presented.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related work

This chapter is used to explain some of the important concepts that are used in this thesis, and to  
explain what has been done in this field prior to this project.

2.1 Convex Polygon
A polygon is a two dimensional face defined by a minimum of three corner points and edges that 
connect the corners. Sometimes, especially when concerning convex hulls, the polygon is described 
as the interior of several intersecting lines.

There are several ways to describe a convex polygon. One simple way is to say that all of the 
vertices of the polygon need to be convex, i.e. the internal angles of the vertex need to be less or 
equal to 180 degrees. However, this is not entirely true.  Figure 1 shows an example of a polygon 
that fulfills this statement but still is not convex. Other ways to describe a convex polygon, which  
are always true, are:

• For an edge, e, of a polygon, p; all the other edges of p are situated on the same side of e. 
This means that there can only be points of p either to the left or the right of e, not both.

• A line between any two points of polygon, p, never intersects any edge of p.

• Must not be self-intersecting.
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Figure 1: Left: All angles are less than 180 degrees but still not a convex polygon.  
Right: Convex Polygon.



There is a number of advantages when working with convex polygons that can be used to speed up 
operations that involve intersection,  rendering,  representing and manipulating; which is also the 
reason why it is preferable to decompose a concave polygon into several convex polygons. One of 
the advantages becomes relevant when calculating the distance between two objects. One starts at 
the center of the convex polygon and walks straight towards the other object. When one has reached 
the edge of the convex polygon one knows that this is the part of the convex polygon that is closest  
to the other object. This can not be said for a concave polygon. See figure 2 for an example of this.

2.2 Convex Polyhedron
A polyhedron is a geometric solid in three dimensions that is built by connecting several polygons, 
also referred to as patches or facets, into one object. A convex polyhedron is a polyhedron that 
fulfills the same criteria (see previous section) that a convex polygon needs to fulfill to be classified 
as a convex polygon. 

2.3 Convex Hull
A convex hull is the smallest convex shape (polygon in 2D and polyhedron in 3D) that envelopes all 
points of a set. In two dimensions it can be regarded as an elastic band that is wrapped around a set 
of points and tightens up against the points. This is illustrated in figure 3. The same analogy works 
for three dimensions with the exception that instead of an elastic band it uses an elastic balloon. 
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Figure 2: Example for calculating distance between an object and a: left: convex  
polygon. right: concave polygon. The green dot is the center of the polygon. The  
red line is the path from the center to the reached edge of the polygon. The blue  
line is the shortest path between the object and the polygon.



It is therefore obvious that if one creates a convex hull from an already convex object, such as 
sphere  or  circle,  the  shape  of  the  convex  hull  would  be  identical  to  the  shape  of  the  object.  
However, the collision hull might have less faces, vertices and edges since coplanar neighboring 
surfaces on the object would be represented by one planar surface on the convex hull.

The convex hull can, today, be described in several ways. The most commonly used are as a point 
cloud, as a simple mesh or as the interior of intersecting hyperplanes.

Several methods for constructing convex hulls [1][2][3][4][5] in 2D have been developed, some of 
these are naturally redesigned for 3D. However, adding a dimension also adds to the complexity. 
Today, the best achievable time complexity for generating a 3D convex hull is O(n*log n), where n 
is  the  number  of  points.  The  algorithms  can  roughly  be  sorted  into  two  classes:  Marching 
algorithms and Incremental algorithms.

2.3.1 Marching Algorithms
Marching algorithms for constructing a convex hull are methods that start of from one point that is  
guaranteed  to  be  on  the  hull  (often  the  maximum or  minimum for  one  of  the  axes)  and then 
connects (with an edge in 2D and facet in 3D) new points to the hull by checking the neighboring 
points of the added points. Either one can make sure that the newly added point also is guaranteed 
to be on the hull by ensuring that all other points are on the same side of the edge between the new 
point and the previous, or one can continue adding points until adding the new point causes the hull  
to become concave. When this happens it means that the previous point (or points) are inside of the 
hull and must be removed from the hull until the hull, with the new point added, is concave once 
more. This is illustrated in figure 4.
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Figure 3: A polygon (black) with a convex hull  
(blue).



There are a number of marching algorithms for constructing convex hulls in 2D: Jarvis March 
(a.k.a.  Gift  Wrap)[1][14],  Graham scan[1],  Andrew's  algorithm (a.k.a.  Monotone  Chain)[5].  To 
achieve the optimal complexity of O(n) (for 2D) it is required that the points are sorted in one of the 
axes. The marching algorithms are not as applicable to 3D shapes as the incremental algorithms 
since it would require one to scan through every point at least once for every newly added point.  
This results in a worst case complexity of at least O(n2) which the incremental algorithms can beat.

2.3.2 Incremental Algorithms
Incremental algorithms for constructing convex hulls are designed to be fast even on unsorted point 
sets. They accomplish this by not iterating through the set of points every time a point is added 
and/or by eliminating the need to iterate through certain points.

One of the most known incremental algorithm is the Quickhull algorithm[3][14]. It quickly reduces 
the amount of points to iterate through by always adding points that are as far away from the current 
hull as possible. This way it has an expected time complexity of  O(n*log n). First a simplex is 
constructed from extreme points; then for every facet one iterates to find the point (in front of the 
facet) with the largest distance from the facet. This way it is guaranteed that every point added to 
the hull also is a part of the final hull and not on the inside of it. The downside of Quickhull is that 
to find the point farthest away from the hull it must iterate through the unprocessed points which in 
the worst case (when every point in the set will be part of the hull, as with a sphere or other convex  
shapes) leads to a complexity of  O(n2). Since 2D and 3D shapes often have most of their points 
along the hull and not so many points inside of it Quickhull is not suited to create convex hull for  
those types of objects. In most cases the time complexity would degenerate to almost worst case  
scenario.

The Randomized Incremental Algorithm (RIA)[15] is better suited for 2D and 3D models (which 
often are quite convex with few internal points) than Quickhull. By simply adding random points to 
the hull RIA removes the need to iterate through the set of points in order to find the point farthest  
away. However, this makes RIA a poor choice when there are a lot of internal points that will not be 
part of the final hull. In the naïve approach the expected time complexity is O(n2), which is because 
adding a point means some part of the hull must be removed to make space for the new facets (or  
edges in 2D) that will connect to the new point. In order to know which facets and points should be 
removed one must iterate though the entire hull every time a point is added to determine which 
facets are “seen” by the newly added point. However, this can be improved by building a data  
structure called a  conflict graph[15] before starting building the hull.  The  conflict  graph shows 
which facets are visible from a point and which points that are able to see a facet. By constantly  
updating the conflict graph when adding and removing points and facets one gets the expected time 
complexity O(n*log n). 
To create new facet (or edges in 2D) to the new point one needs to determine where the facets 
should be attached to the hull. One already knows which facets the point can see from the conflict 
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Figure 4: Andrew's Algorithm. Left: Points are added from left to right. Middle: Points are added  
until hull becomes concave. Right: Removes points until hull is convex again.



graph. All of the “visible” facets will be removed and the remaining border is the so called “horizon 
edges”. These edges are the bases of the new facets.

An illustration of the Randomized Incremental Algorithm is shown in figure 5.

2.4 Half-Edge Mesh
The half-edge mesh structure is a common method for storing the mesh data. Its popularity is based 
on the fact that it allows the user to traverse through the mesh and not requiring huge amount of 
computer memory for storage. Three lists are required: one for the half-edges, one for the vertices 
and one for the facets.

Every edge consists of two half-edges. These half-edges store pointers to a facet, a vertex and the 
closest  neighboring  half-edges.  Every  vertex  and  facet  has  a  pointer  to  one  of  the  half-edges 
attached to it.

Figure 6 shows how the  structure  works  on a  small  part  of  a  mesh.  e is  the  half-edge one  is 
currently on. From e one can get both the vertex its base is attached to and the facet e belongs to. 
One can continue traversing by going to either the next, previous or paired half-edge. By going to 
the paired half-edge one leaves the current facet and enters the neighboring facet.
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Figure 5: Randomized Incremental Algorithm. a) The three first points makes the  
initial simplex. b) A point is added and the edge visible from the point is removed.  
The two points at either end of the red edge is the horizon. c) Another point is added  
and the edges visible from the point are removed. d) The complete hull.

Figure 6: Half-edge structure. e is the  
current half-edge.



2.5 Collision Hulls
Collision hulls are outer, invisible shells of an object with the purpose to let the computer quickly 
determine intersection with the hull  itself  or  other  objects.  Collision hulls  can also be  used to 
improve speed when computing the visible scenery. For instance, ray tracing for light and shadows, 
and occlusion.

There are several methods for constructing collision hulls of an object. Today, the most common 
way is to manually create the collision hull in a similar fashion to how the object is made. This 
method is, however, often time consuming. To automatically construct bounding boxes or bounding 
spheres to cover the object is a quick alternative. Although, spheres, boxes or other primitives are 
seldom practical to accurately represent a detailed object. Convex hulls are guaranteed to always 
cover the object as detailed as a convex object can, but is more complex to construct than other 
convex objects; such as primitives. 

2.6 Notches, Pockets and Bridges
When computing convex hull for a concave mesh there will be parts of the mesh that are not on the 
convex hull.  For these situations there are some reoccurring terms:  notch,  pocket and  bridge.  A 
notch is a vertex or edge that has a concave inner dihedral angle between its incident edges (for 
vertex) or facets (for edges). A pocket is a connected part of the mesh that is not on the convex hull, 
and bridge is the part of the hull that is not on the mesh. Figure 7 illustrates these terms.

2.7 Convex Decomposition
No convex shape can fully cover a concave object perfectly all on its own. Therefore, methods for 
decomposing concave objects into several convex sub-objects have been developed and are referred 
to as Convex Decomposition [5][6][7]. Chazelle et al.[7] explain and proves that producing an exact 
convex decomposition on a 3D mesh is a NP-hard problem.

2.8 Approximate Convex Decomposition
Imagine a 3D model of a human face. A couple of years ago it would be represented by a low 
resolution sphere with some texture on it, but as technology becomes more and more advanced the 
amount of details on the face increases greatly and today there are even some wrinkles in the skin.  
The number of convex sub-objects produced when using exact convex decomposition on the face 
will be great since every wrinkle and crease will produce at least one new sub-object. Exact convex 
decomposition is therefore not optimal for collision hulls that are meant to be used in interactive 
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Figure 7: The green dot is a notch, the red line is a pocket  
and the blue line a bridge. The black lines are where the  
convex hull and the mesh coincide.



applications.  Approximate convex decomposition is therefore a better  alternative.  Lien et  al. [8] 
show that by only producing a new convex sub-object when the distance between a notch and the 
correct bridge exceeds a certain allowed distance one can greatly minimize the number of sub-
objects (and thus improve speed) without losing the major details and shape of the object. Figure 8 
illustrates the difference of the results from exact convex decomposition and approximate convex 
decomposition.

One of the biggest challenges with convex decomposition is to determine how and where to split the 
object to resolve as much concavity as possible. Ratcliff [17] solves this by splitting the mesh, and 
the  resulting  meshes  from each split,  right  in  the  middle  until  the  error  measurement  is  small  
enough. This method generally requires one to split the mesh several more times to achieve as good 
accuracy as  a  more  sophisticated  method.  Lien  et  al. [8]  analyze  the  mesh  in  order  to  find  a 
hyperplane that splits the mesh in the most beneficial way. Lien et al. [10] further improve their 
method by, instead of a hyperplane, defining local cuts for every pocket based on features of the 
pocket. They then group these together to form global cuts. These cuts are then used to separate the 
mesh into several parts. Mamou et al. [16] present a method that does not require any hyperplane or 
cutting path in order to split the mesh. Instead they create clusters from adjacent facets of the mesh. 
They define a cost for merging two adjacent clusters as the distance from the facets of the clusters 
to the resulting convex hull of the clusters. They then merge those clusters with the lowest cost until 
all existing merges are too expensive. A convex hull is then computed for every cluster.

Both Lien et al.'s [8][9][10] methods and Mamou et al.'s [16] method requires you to somehow 
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Figure 8: David model after: Left: exact convex decomposition  
(85,132 components). Middle: approximate convex decomposition  
(66 components). Right: Convex hulls from approximate convex  
decomposition. Image source [9].



identify the correct bridge for every pocket. In [8][9][10] Lien et al. present an algorithm where 
they do this by projecting the edges of the hull onto the mesh. This is done by determining the 
shortest path, on the mesh, from the start vertex to the end vertex of an edge of the hull. Each 
projected path is then a border that specifies what bridge the part of the mesh, inside of the border, 
belongs to. Figure 9 illustrates this. One can then determine the concavity as the shortest distance 
from a point on the mesh to the correct bridge. Ratcliff's method [17] does not measure concavity in 
this  manner,  instead  his  measure  is  based  on  volume.  If  the  volume  of  the  convex  hull  is 
approximately the same as the volume of the mesh the process is finished.

2.9 Bounding Volume Hierarchy
To allow increased performance when testing the objects for collision one can store the collision 
hulls in a tree structures called Bounding Volume Hierarchies [5]. This is a structure that enables the 
test to only check for collision on a bounding volume, such as a convex hull, if the parent of the 
volume already has been found to be colliding. That means only the root of the structure needs to be 
tested every time, which makes the time complexity for the number of tests performed logarithmic. 

The root of the bounding volume hierarchy is a volume that covers the entire object while the leaves 
are the smallest, most accurate volumes that cover a small piece of the object each, but together 
cover the whole object. Every parent node of the tree consists of a volume that covers the two 
pieces of the object the children of the node is covering. See figure 10 for an illustration of this.
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Figure 9: Edge projection. Left: A convex hull covering a mesh. Right: the edges of the hull have  
been projected onto the mesh. The colors are to show how the parts of the mesh relate to the hull.  
Image source [10].
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Figure 10: Illustration of a Bounding Volume Hierarchy. The root  
covers the entire object and the children smaller pieces of the  
object.



Chapter 3

Method
The method presented in this paper is based on the method presented by Lien et al. [8].

This chapter explains the basics and some challenges of the method the implementation presented in 
this paper involves.

3.1 The Basics
The method that takes one 3D mesh and turns it into several convex hulls is an iterative process 
with three major steps:

• Building a convex hull from the mesh. 

• Evaluating the  hull  relative to  the mesh in  order  to  determine  concavity and locate  the 
pockets, notches and bridges.

• Splitting the mesh into two sub-meshes and start over for each of them.

These steps are done in this given order over and over again until each convex hull is determined to 
be accurate enough, or until a certain user-defined number of hull has been achieved. The process 
creates a tree structure where a node becomes a parent when it is split. By always splitting the leaf  
node with the highest concavity the collision hull will gain the most accuracy in every cut.

3.1.1 Stopping Conditions
By allowing the user to determine two different stopping conditions, either a concavity threshold or 
a  maximum number  of  hulls,  the  resulting  collision  hulls  can  differ.  By defining  a  maximum 
number of hulls one gains as good accuracy as possible for that number of hulls without being able 
to guarantee that the collision hull is very accurate at all. With the concavity threshold many hulls 
might be needed but the user knows the collision hull is accurate. Figure 11 illustrates an example 
of the differences of the stopping conditions. In the case of the blue tree the concavity decreases 
swiftly and after a few splits not much accuracy is gained and it would therefore be good to stop the 
process after a few splits. For the red tree the accuracy gain is almost linear. This means it is better  
to stop when the concavity for each hull is low enough.
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3.2 Coping with Non-Manifolds
The implementations presented by Lien et al. [8][9][10], Mamou et al. [16] and Ratcliff [17] are 
meant to be used on manifolds. The implementation presented here is intended for meshes made for 
interactive environments such as computer games. These meshes are seldom manifolds and can 
often consist of borders, or holes, caused by facets missing neighboring facets. Just to be clear, the 
“holes” mentioned here are not holes in a manifold that causes additional genus, but holes caused 
by removing facets from a solid mesh.

Lien et al. [8][9][10] deal with holes by filling them with new facets and by doing that they turn the 
mesh into a manifold. This works because the splitting technique along with the filling technique 
avoids causing a concave surface.  However,  it  is not guaranteed to work when the input mesh 
already has a hole. Filling that hole may cause concavity, which would cause unnecessary splitting 
and therein a suboptimal decomposition. Therefore, in this implementation the holes are not filled. 
Instead methods for coping or avoiding errors caused by holes are implemented.

3.2.1 The Mesh Structure
The  mesh  structure  used  in  this  implementation  is  the  half-edge  mesh  structure  mentioned  in 
section 2.4 with some additional data to cope with holes.

If the mesh has one or more hole(s) one can no longer guarantee that it  is possible to traverse 
completely around a vertex. Every vertex must therefore store pointers to every half-edge attached 
to  it  instead  of  just  one  of  them.  This  way one  can  traverse  in  every direction  without  being 
prevented by a hole.
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Figure 11: Two binary trees with displayed concavity for each node, and a graph showing the total  
concavity for both trees for every split. The total concavity of a split is calculated as the sum of the  
concavity of the leaves of the current tree. The black digits under the parent nodes of the trees show 
the order in which the splits are done.



If one is currently at the border of a hole it is impossible to traverse along the border in a clockwise 
direction when using a normal half-edge structure. To allow this traversal, half-edges (named ghost-
edges) are placed on top of the half-edges that are neighbors to holes. The  ghost-edges have the 
opposite direction of the half-edge they are placed upon and they only use two pointers: one to the 
vertex they are attached to and one to the half-edge they are lying on top of. This makes the mesh 
locally doubly directed. See figure 12 for an illustration.

3.2.2 Avoid Projecting Edges Over a Hole
In section 4.2.2.1 one projects edges of the convex hull on the mesh. Since the mesh is cut up into 
pieces there might be times when the edge of the hull is projected over a hole. Figure 13 illustrates 
this. Dijkstra's algorithm will cause the projection to be on the mesh, which might cause errors in 
the bridge-pocket association. One can avoid projecting an edge,  e, with start vertex  vs and end 
vertex ve, by starting from vs and walk along the border of the hole until either vs or ve is reached. If 
vs  is reached, e is not projected over a hole. However, just because one reached ve it is not safe to 
say that e is covering a hole. Figure 13 shows an example of when this is not so. To be certain one 
can check if the previous vertex along the border of the hole is to the left of the hyperplane between 
vs and ve and the next vertex along the border is to the right of the hyperplane; given that one walks 
along the border of a hole in clockwise direction. Figure 14 illustrates this.
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Figure 12: Half-Edge mesh structure with holes.  
The blue arrows are ordinary half-edges while the  
red arrows are ghost-edges.
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Figure 13: Edges of convex hull projected on mesh. The grey c-shape 
is the mesh and the blue-transparent that covers it is the convex hull.  
The red edge covers a hole and should not be projected. The blue  
edge should be projected even though one can walk along the border  
from one end to the other of it.

Figure 14: Testing an edge if it covers a hole. The blue edge is the edge being tested. The green 
path is the path one walks along the border from vs to ve. Only project the edge if the previous  
vertex is to the right of the hyperplane. Left: The blue edge covers a hole. Right: The blue edge  
does not cover a hole.



Chapter 4

Implementation
The software is written in C++. To read and write obj-files, as well as decimating the mesh and hull, 
Simplygon by Donya Labs is used.

4.1 Pre-Processing
A collision hull is supposed to be an accurate and still as cheap as possible representation of an, 
often in games, very complex mesh with high resolution. When computing a convex hull of detailed 
convex parts of a mesh every detail on the mesh will be on the hull as well. Therefore, to avoid 
getting a high resolution convex hull with small, sometimes thin, facets, as well as to speed up the 
process, the input mesh is decimated by a factor that allows the overall shape and some of the 
details remain, but still removes most of the unnecessary facets.  Figure 15 shows an example of 
this.

4.2 Constructing a Collision Hull
First, the convex hull for the entire input mesh is computed and placed in a BVH-node (bounding 
volume hierarchy node, see section 2.9),  node. This hull is evaluated and if it is determined to be 
convex enough the process is done, otherwise the notch with the highest concavity, vmax, is returned. 
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Figure 15: Stanford Bunny. Left: 69666 facets. Right: 3482 facets.



node, the mesh and vmax is stored in a cluster, which is placed in a list, leaves, sorted by concavity 
decreasingly. The list leaves is a list that stores the BVH-leaf-nodes along with the information that 
is needed to split the mesh of the node and make it a BVH-parent-node. Until  leaves is empty or 
until an user-determined number of hulls, Ө, has been reached, the process picks the cluster that is 
currently in the front of leaves and splits it. The two sub-meshes that are created from the split are 
used to compute new convex hulls, which are then evaluated and placed in a cluster that is added to 
leaves if necessary. Finally, the cluster in the front of leaves is removed since it is no longer a leaf.

The binary tree structure, BVH, is built automatically by assigning the child-nodes, childnode1 and 
childnode2, to the parent directly after the split.

Pseudo code for this is given in algorithm 4.1 and algorithm 4.1.1.

Algorithm 4.1 Approximate Convex Decomposition (ACD)

inputMesh is the input mesh. ε is the maximum allowed concavity.  Ө is the maximum allowed 
number of hulls. BVH is the Bounding Volume Hierarchy that stores all of the convex hulls.

BVH = ACD( inputMesh, ε, Ө )
node =  ProcessMesh( inputMesh, ε, leaves) )
BVH.SetRoot( node )
while( leaves.IsNotEmpty and hull.NrOfHulls != Ө )

mesh = leaves.Front.GetMesh
vmax = leaves.Front.GetNotch
node = leaves.Front.getNode
newMesh = Split( mesh, vmax )
childnode1 = ProcessMesh( mesh, ε, leaves)
childnode2 = ProcessMesh( newMesh, ε, leaves)
node.AddChildren( childnode1, childnode2 )
leaves.RemoveFront

end while
return BVH

end

Algorithm 4.1.1 Process Mesh

mesh is the input mesh. ε is the maximum allowed concavity. leaves is a list with clusters. node is 
the BVH-node of the current hull.

node = ProcessMesh( mesh, ε, leaves )
hull = BuildConvexHull( mesh.vertices )
node.Insert( hull ) 
 vmax = Evaluate( hull, mesh, ε )
if( vmax != NULL ) then

leaves.AddSorted( cluster( node, mesh, vmax ), vmax.concavity )
end if
return node

end
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4.2.1 Building a Convex Hull
The method for constructing a convex hull from a set of points used in this implementation is the 
Randomized Incremental Algorithm presented in section 2.3.2. It is favorable since the input points 
are used in a mesh rather than just a cloud of points. The algorithm for Randomized Incremental 
Algorithm is given in algorithm 4.2

Algorithm 4.2 Randomized Incremental Algorithm (RIA)

pointSet is the input set of points. hull is the computed convex hull.

hull = RIA( pointSet )
hull = BuildSimplex( pointSet )
InitializeConflictGraph( pointSet, hull )
while( pointSet.isEmpty == False ) do

ExpandHull( pointSet, hull )
end while
return hull

end

4.2.1.1 Build Simplex
The first step is to build an initial simplex. This is done by choosing the first four points, from the  
point mesh, that are not situated on one line or plane; i.e. together they must define a 3D space. 
These points are used to create edges and facets, which then are connected to each other. Finally the 
four chosen points are removed from the point set. See algorithm 4.2.1.

Algorithm 4.2.1 Building the Simplex

pointSet is the input set of points. hull is the computed simplex.

hull = BuildSimplex( pointSet )
[p1, p2] = FirstTwoPoints( pointSet )
p3 = FirstPointThatIsNotOnLine_p1p2( pointSet )
p4 = FirstPointThatIsNotOnPlane_p1p2p3( pointSet )
facet1 = hull.addFacet( p1, p2, p3 )
facet2 = hull.addFacet( p1, p3, p4 )
facet3 = hull.addFacet( p1, p4, p2 )
facet4 = hull.addFacet( p2, p4, p3 )
facet1.connect( facet2, facet3, facet4 )
facet2.connect( facet1, facet3, facet4 )
facet3.connect( facet1, facet2, facet4 )
facet4.connect( facet1, facet2, facet3 )
pointSet.remove( p1, p2, p3, p4 )
return hull

end

4.2.1.2 Initialize Conflict Graph
As mentioned in section 2.3.2, the Randomized Incremental Algorithm can use Conflict Graph to 
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speed up the process. Since the decomposition may require a number of iterations, during which a 
new convex hull  must  be  constructed  every time,  it  is  favorable  to  speed up the  convex  hull  
generation as much as possible.

The conflict graph is initialized by testing every point remaining in the point set against the four  
facets in the simplex. If  the point is in front of the facet they are connected in the graph. See 
algorithm 4.2.2.

Algorithm 4.2.2 Initialize the Conflict Graph

pointSet is the input set of points. hull is the simplex.

InitializeConflictGraph( pointSet, hull )
for all( p ∈ pointSet ) do

for all( f ∈ hull ) do
if( f.IsPointInFrontOf( p ) ) then

f.addConflict( p )
p.addConflict( f )

end if
end for

end for
end

4.2.1.3 Expand Hull
The initial simplex is in itself a convex hull for a few points. By randomly choosing a new point and 
add it to the hull, by building new facets to the new point, connecting the facets to their neighbors 
and finally remove the old facets that ended up inside of the hull, one can iteratively increase the 
size of the hull until it covers all of the points in the set. The conflict graph enables one to quickly 
determine which facets are visible from the current point. If a point can see no facet it means the 
point is inside the hull and can be cast away. It is necessary to always update the conflict graph 
during the process. Horn [15] gives a thorough explanation of how to update the conflict graph. 
Section 2.3.2 describes how the new facets are added to the hull. At the end of the process the added 
point is removed from the point set.  Algorithm 4.2.3 gives the process in pseudo code.

Algorithm 4.2.3 Expanding the Hull

pointSet is the input set of points. hull is the convex hull.

ExpandHull( pointSet, hull )
p = randomPointFromSet( pointSet )
visibleFacets = p.ConflictGraph.getFacets
horizonEdges = DetermineHorizonEdges( visibleFacets )
for all( e ∈ horizonEdges ) do

hull.addFacetAndConnect( e, p )
end for
for all( f ∈ visibleFacets ) do

hull.remove( f )
end for
pointSet.remove( p )
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end

4.2.2 Evaluating the Hull
The evaluation of the hull is required to determine if the convex hull is accurate enough. If it is not 
then it also tells of what notches causes the concavity. Otherwise it returns an empty container and 
the process knows the convex hull is accurate. In order to correctly measure the concavity of the 
notches one needs to identify the correct bridge for every pocket. The method for doing this is 
described in section 2.8. Algorithm 4.3 gives an overview of the evaluation process.

Algorithm 4.3 Evaluate

hull is the computed convex hull. mesh is the mesh. ε is the maximum allowed concavity. vmax is 
the notch of highest concavity.

vmax = Evaluate( hull, mesh, ε )
ProjectHullOnMesh( hull, mesh )
vmax = FindMaxNotch( mesh, ε )
return vmax

end

4.2.2.1 Project the Hull onto the Mesh
As described in section 2.8 the projection is done by projecting the edges of the convex hull onto 
the mesh. The actual projection is approximated with Dijkstra's Algorithm [18] from a vertex, v, to 
all the vertices connected by edges of the hull to v. To make the projection go faster one can avoid 
projecting  edges  that  belongs  to  two  coplanar,  and  almost  coplanar,  facets.  This  is  done  by 
computing the dot product of the normals of the facets. If the dot product is more than a value 
(coplanar limit),  τ,  (close  to  1)  then  that  edge  will  not  be  projected.  One  should  also  avoid 
projecting edges that entirely cover a hole since it is both unnecessary and might cause errors. See 
section 3.2.2 on how to do this. Another shortcut is to stop computing the paths from vertex, v, with 
Dijkstra's algorithm when the algorithm has reached all the intended vertices. Otherwise Dijkstra's 
algorithm will not stop until it has covered the entire mesh. By projecting edges instead of half-
edges the process gets done in almost half the time. 

After the edges have been projected the vertices of the mesh are associated with a bridge by doing a 
breadth-first search from the vertex until finding a vertex with an associated bridge. The current 
vertex then associates itself with that same bridge.

Pseudo code for this is given in algorithm 4.3.1.

Algorithm 4.3.1 Project the Hull on Mesh

hull is the computed convex hull. mesh is the mesh.

ProjectHullOnMesh(hull, mesh)
for all( vertex ∈ hull ) do

v = vertex.getMeshVertex
ComputeDijkstrasAlgorithm( v )
for all( edge ∈ vertex.getEdges ) do
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if( edge.getFacet.Dot( edge.pair.getFacet ) <= τ and NotOverAHole( edge ) ) then
ProjectEdgeOnMesh( edge )

end if
end for

end for
for all( mVertex ∈ mesh ) do

AssociateWithBridge( mVertex )
end for

end

4.2.2.2 Find Max Notch
To find the notch with the highest concavity the algorithm iterates through all vertices of the mesh 
and computes the distance (a.k.a. the concavity) to the correct bridge. The notch with the highest 
concavity,  vmax, is  saved  and  returned  as  long  as  it  exceeds  a  given  value,  ε,  which  is  the 
highest allowed concavity. In this implementation ε is determined as a percentage of the diagonal of 
the bounding box that covers the entire original mesh. See algorithm 4.3.2 for pseudo code.

Algorithm 4.3.2 Find Max Notch

mesh is the mesh. ε is the maximum allowed concavity. vmax is the notch of highest concavity.

vmax = FindMaxNotch( mesh, ε )
for all( vertex ∈ mesh ) do

vmax = NULL
if( vertex.concavity >  ε and  vertex.concavity >  vmax.concavity ) then

 vmax = vertex
end if

end for 
return  vmax

end

4.2.3 Split
To reduce the concavity,  the mesh is divided into two parts. The concavity of the two parts  is 
hopefully smaller than that of the entire mesh. To further ensure that the concavity is reduced one 
splits at the location of the vertex with the maximum concavity, vmax(see previous section).

The  actual  splitting  is  done  by using  a  hyperplane  to  divide  the  mesh.  Everything  above  the 
hyperplane that is reachable by traversing through the mesh from vmax is removed from the current 
mesh and placed in a new mesh. This might lead to situations were a part of the new mesh goes 
below the hyperplane. When this happens the part below the hyperplane is either attached only to 
the new mesh, in which case it is an island or it is attached to both the old and the new mesh. See 
section 4.2.3.2 for more details.

Algorithm 4.4 gives an overview of the splitting process.

Algorithm 4.4 Split Mesh
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mesh is the mesh. vmax is the notch of highest concavity. newMesh is the new mesh created by 
dividing mesh into two pieces.

newMesh = Split( mesh, vmax )
[splitPlanes] = DetermineSplitPlanes( vmax )
newMesh = SplitMesh( mesh, splitPlanes, vmax )
return newMesh

end

4.2.3.1 Determine Split Plane
The hyperplane (split plane) used for dividing the mesh into two parts is determined by iterating 
through the edges connected to vmax. For every edge that is not a border of a hole a hyperplane is 
created. The hyperplanes are created from the current edge,  e, and a normal,  n, that is calculated 
from the two facets,  f1 and f2, that are attached to e. This is done by computing the vector sum of the 
normals of f1 and f2, weighted by the dot product of the normals of the facets according to:

n = { n1∣n1⋅n2∣n21−∣n1⋅n2∣ , if ∣n1⋅n2∣ 0.2
n1n2 , otherwise } [1]

Where n is the new normal, and n1  and n2 are the normals of f1  and f2. What this accomplishes is a 
normal that when f1 and f2 are coplanar is pointing straight out from the mesh, and when f1 and f2 

are orthogonal is pointing along either f1 or f2. The hyperplane is created from e and the computed 
normal. See figure 16 for an example of this.

The hyperplanes are inserted into a sorted list so that the hyperplane from the notch with highest 
interior angle,  i.e.  the “notchiest” notch,  is first.  The amount of “notchyness” is  determined by 
calculating the dot product of the normals of f1 and f2. The smaller the dot product is, the larger the 
interior angle is. Another list is made for the hyperplanes of the edges that are not notches. This list 
is sorted with the hyperplane of the least concave edge first and the hyperplane of the most concave 
edge last. This list is then added to the end of the list with hyperplanes of notches.

If  there are only borders of holes attached to  vmax,  for simplicity,  the first  edge is  chosen. The 
hyperplane is then computed from the chosen edge and the normal of the facet belonging to the 
edge.

 Algorithm 4.4.1 for shows pseudo code for how to the split planes are determined.
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Algorithm 4.4.1 Determine Split Planes

 vmax is the notch of highest concavity. splitPlanes is a list with split planes.

[splitPlanes] = DetermineSplitPlanes( vmax,)
for( edge ∈  vmax ) do

if( IsNotBorder( edge ) then
f1 = edge.GetFacet
f2 = edge.GetPair.GetFacet
n = ComputeNormal( f1, f2 )
dot = Dot( f1, f2 )
if( edge.IsNotch ) then

splitPlanes.AddSorted( HyperPlane( edge, n ), dot )
else

otherPlanes.AddSorted( HyperPlane( edge, n ), dot )
end if

end if
end for
splitPlanes.Add( otherPlanes )
if( splitPlanes.IsEmpty ) then

edge = vmax.GetFirstEdge
n = edge.GetFacet.GetNormal
splitPlanes.Add( HyperPlane( edge, n ) )

end if
return splitPlanes

end
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Figure 16: Split plane for part of mesh. Grey is the mesh, blue-transparent is the split plane, green  
is the notch, red is the current edge and the blue arrow is the computed normal. Left: facets are  
almost coplanar. Right: facets are orthogonal.



4.2.3.2 Split Mesh
The splitting of the mesh divides the current mesh into two sub-meshes. This is done by moving 
facets from the current mesh into another mesh. By doing this one new mesh, B, is created and the 
old mesh, A, loses a number of facets.

First a hyperplane from the list of split planes (see previous section) is chosen. Then, from vmax a 
breadth-first traversal is started by looking at  the neighbors of the current vertex.  The traversal 
moves from vertex to vertex and adds all facets that are above the split plane and have not been 
added yet, to a list of facets, newMeshFacets, that will be moved to B. If a facet is below the split 
plane the neighbor vertex is placed in a possible-island-vertex list and is not visited by the traversal. 
The traversal stops when all vertices that are above the split plane and are reachable from  vmax 
without going below the split plane, have been visited. If  moving the facets of newMeshFacets to 
B would result in either B or A having none, or at least below a set minimum number of facets the 
split is deemed bad and this process is done again for the next hyperplane in the list of split planes 
instead. This is done until the split is good or until the list of split planes is empty, in which case the 
split will not be made.

The  possible-island-vertices are vertices that might be part of an island. An island is a part of the 
mesh that belongs to B but is below the split plane. See figure 17 for an illustration of this. When 
splitting the mesh with the breadth-first traversal the algorithm never travels below the split plane 
and can therefore not determine if vertices that are below the split plane belong to A or B, instead 
the vertices are marked as  possible-island-vertices. After the initial traversal the  possible-island-
vertices are tested by doing another breadth-first traversal. If one is able to reach  vmax from a 
possible-island-vertex that part of the mesh belongs to A, otherwise B. In figure 17b, if one splits the 
mesh without determining whether or not the  possible-island-vertices are part  of an  island,  one 
would get two unconnected meshes (figure 17d), which is unwanted.
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Algorithm 4.4.2 gives the pseudo code for the split mesh method.

Algorithm 4.4.2 Split Mesh

mesh is the mesh. splitPlanes is a list with split planes. vmax is the notch of highest concavity. 
newMesh is the new mesh created by dividing mesh into two pieces.

newMesh = SplitMesh( mesh, splitPlanes, vmax )
do

vertices.Add( vmax )
while( vertices.isNotEmpty ) do

for all( edge ∈ vertices. Front ) do
if( edge.GetFacet.IsAbove( splitPlane ) ) then

vertices.Add( edge.GetNext.GetVertex )
newMeshFacets.Add( edge.GetFacet )

else
possibleIslandVertices.Add( edge.GetNext.GetVertex )
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Figure 17: Example of splitting a mesh when: a) possible-island facets are part of A. b)some  
possible-island-facets are part of B. c) shows the result after splitting the mesh in a. d) shows the  
result after splitting the mesh in b without checking the possible-island-vertices. e) shows the result  
after splitting the mesh in b when checking the possible-island-vertices. Grey is A, turquoise is B,  
red facets are possible-island-facets, blue-transparent plane is split plane, green point is vmax and 
red line is e.



end if
end for
vertices.RemoveFront

end while
while( splitPlanes.IsNotEmpty and SplitIsBad( newMeshFacets ) )
for all( facet ∈ newMeshFacets ) do

AddToNewMeshAndRemoveFromOld( facet, newMesh, mesh )
end for
IslandFacets = ProcessPossibleIslands( possibleIslandVertices )
for all( facet ∈  IslandFacets ) do

AddToNewMeshAndRemoveFromOld( facet, newMesh, mesh )
end for
return newMesh

end
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Chapter 5

Results
A software capable of automatically generating a collision hull from an input mesh was successfully 
implemented. The input mesh is not restricted to be a perfect manifold, but can also consist of holes, 
as in missing facets. However, the input mesh is required to be one mesh and can not be a collection 
of separate meshes. The hull  consists of a collection of convex hulls  arranged in a hierarchical 
binary tree structure, where the root is the convex hull for the entire input mesh and the leaves are  
the most accurate convex hulls for each of the sub-meshes. Each parent node in the tree structure is 
the  convex  hull  of  the  sub-meshes  its  children  are  convex  hull  of.  The  user  can  define  two 
conditions for stopping the process; a concavity threshold and a maximum number of convex hulls.

5.1 Tests
To visualize the accuracy of the collision hulls generated with the method presented in this paper a 
series of tests were performed on different meshes. All meshes are tested with the coplanar limit, τ, 
set to 0.99, allowing an infinite number of hulls and with varying highest allowed concavity, ε.

Another test were made to compare this implementation to the implementation of Ratcliff [17] and 
the implementation of Mamou et al. [16]. In this test the number of convex hulls was matched to 
results acquired by Ratcliff and Mamou et al. The resulting collision hull is then compared visually 
with the other results. 

5.1.1 System
The system used for the tests is a stationary PC with an Intel Core i7 860 CPU running at 2.80GHz,  
4 GB memory (RAM) and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 graphics card.

5.1.2 Accuracy Test Results
The results can be seen in  figure 18,  figure 19,  figure 20 and  figure 21. For all of the test result 
figures the following labeling rule:

a) Input mesh.

b) ε = 0.2 * bounding-box-diagonal units.

c) ε = 0.15 * bounding-box-diagonal units.

b) ε = 0.1 * bounding-box-diagonal units.

c) ε = 0.05 * bounding-box-diagonal units.

f) ε = 0.0 units.

In the figures the different colors represents different convex hulls. Below each figure the number 
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of convex hulls and the time it took to generate the complete collision hull is shown.
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Figure 18: Devil. a) input mesh, 8946 facets. b) 5 hulls, 0.484 seconds. c) 7 hulls, 0.592 seconds. d)  
9 hulls, 0.675 seconds. e) 31 hulls, 0.88 seconds. f) 1885 hulls, 2.028 seconds.
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Figure 19: Stanford Bunny. a) input mesh, 3482 facets. b) 4 hulls, 0.281 seconds. c) 5 hulls,  
0.281 seconds. d)26 hulls, 0.421 seconds. e)165 hulls, 0.64 seconds. f) 895 hulls, 0.82 seconds.
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Figure 20: Arm. a) input mesh, 3978 facets. b) 1 hull, 0.05 seconds. c) 1 hull, 0.05 seconds.  
d) 3 hulls, 0.16 seconds. e) 45 hulls, 0.468 seconds. f) 1030 hulls, 0.889 seconds.



5.1.3 Comparison Test Results
Figure 22 and figure 23 shows the results of this method, Ratcliff's method [17] and Mamou et al.'s 
method[16]. The following labeling rule in both figures:

a) Input mesh.

b) Ratcliff's results.

c) Mamou et al.'s results.

d) The results of this implementation.
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Figure 21: Cow. a) input mesh, 5804 facets. b) 4 hulls, 0.312 seconds. c) 8 hulls, 0.405 seconds.  
d) 19 hulls, 0.54 seconds. e) 81 hulls, 0.795 seconds. f) 1506 hulls, 1.357 seconds. 

Figure 22: Cow comparison. a) Input mesh. b) 28 hulls. c) 23 hulls. d) 23 hulls.
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Figure 23: Horse comparison. a) Input mesh. b) 12 hulls. c) 12 hulls. d) 12 hulls.



Chapter 6

Discussion
Comparing the time it takes for this method against the time it takes for other methods is quite 
pointless. Although it is favorable to have a fast method, it is far more favorable to achieve good 
and accurate results. Considering that collision hulls, of today, for objects are pre-computed there is 
no need for them to be fast.

Comparing results  it  is  noticeable that  the  result  of  the method presented  in  this  paper  is  less 
accurate than both Ratcliff's and Mamou et al.'s results for these particular models. However, the 
split locations of this implementation appear more natural than those of Ratcliff, and should be able 
to achieve better results than those of Ratcliff if the projection method becomes more accurate. The 
method presented by Mamou et al. [16] can be considered better in both method and results. Their 
method is, compared to the method in this paper, to that of Lien et al. [8][9][10] and to that of 
Ratcliff [17], both simple and efficient. Also, their  results capture the features of the object and 
represents it in a way that for a human seems natural (splits at joints such as legs, arms, head, etc.).  
The reason their method works so well is most likely because of the removal of the need for a split  
plane. To find the “best” split plane, extensive analysis of the features of the mesh is required, and 
even then it is hard to find a method that works well in every case.

In figure 18-f, 19-f and 21-f there places where the hull is not perfectly accurate. This is caused by 
inaccurate projection of the hull onto the mesh, which results in bad splits.

6.1 Conclusion
This thesis presents a method for automatically generating a collision hull for an input mesh. The 
collision hull consists of one to many convex hull(s) stored in a hierarchical tree structure meant for 
fast testing. The method is intended to work with game meshes, which means both manifolds and 
non-manifolds. Although speed was never prioritized, methods for keeping the algorithms as fast as 
possible have been considered and implemented as long as doing so has not been at the cost of 
quality.

6.2 Future Work
Plenty of things can be researched and implemented to this method. The two most important are a  
better  and more effective way to determine a  split  plane and being able to handle objects  that 
consist of several meshes (polymesh objects). Other areas that can be improved are the projection 
method and the speed of the method. See the following sections for more details on improvements.

6.2.1 Improved Split Plane
Mamou et al. [16] solve this by removing the need for a split plane completely. They even do this  
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with great results. To improve the implementation presented in this paper, methods for finding the 
best split plane must be improved. Perhaps one could consider using a split path instead of a plane. 
A mix of a path and plane method was considered in this thesis but scrapped because of difficulties 
caused by holes leading the path astray. This could have been fixed with a few if:s and else:s but at 
the cost of becoming ineffective.

Another method is to make the process semi-automatic by allowing the user to either place and 
angle the split plane, or draw a split path. This way the results will be exactly as the user wants it 
without having him/her modeling the whole hull.

6.2.2 Handle Polymesh Objects
The current projection method requires the object to consist of only one mesh. This is because the 
traversal can only go from one point to another as long as the second point is on the same mesh as 
the first one. This is a great restriction since it is very common to use several meshes for objects in 
any kind of application.

6.2.3 Improved Projecting Method
In this  thesis  the projection method uses  Dijkstra's  algorithm. Although,  measures  are  taken to 
improve the speed, the algorithm is still not effective. Not only does it do a lot of unnecessary 
calculations, comparisons and assignments, but it is also not guaranteed to give the straightest and 
most accurate path of an edge. One can, however, assume that since a game mesh often is of high 
resolution and the facets of it are approximately uniformly spaced the projection using Dijkstra's 
algorithm is good enough. But for a robust and effective method it is not good enough.

6.2.4 Improved Speed
As  mentioned  in  previous  sections  the  speed  is  not  prioritized  considering  that  generation  of 
collision hulls are pre-computed. But what if the environment is completely interactive? What if 
anything in a game can be destroyed or assembled? This is most definitely something the game 
industry will consider more and more in a near future. In order for this to work accurately collision 
hulls must be able to be automatically generated in real-time. The method presented in this paper 
generates a collision hull for a quite complex and high resolution mesh in a few seconds, which 
might seem fast but is not close to real-time. Considering the development of allowed mesh size in 
games, to date, it is only likely that the meshes in the future will be of even greater resolution, and 
therefore require faster methods for generating collision hulls.

6.2.5 Extract Skeletons and Approximate Primitives
Lien et al. [8][9][10] presents a method to extract skeletons of meshes by using the convex hull. The 
skeleton can be used to rig the mesh, but maybe also to approximate it with primitives. Primitives  
are faster to test collision with than convex hulls, but less accurate. If one can match the skeleton 
extracted from a convex hull to the skeleton extracted from a primitive, one can replace the convex 
hull with the primitive without making the collision hull much more inaccurate.
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